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“My wrist injury is 
something I simply 
cannot ignore. It limits 
my ability to play and 
my ability to improve. I 
cannot keep up with the 
amount of games my 
teammate play”. 

- Cloud9’s Hai Lam-    

Ergonomics Tips for Gamers 

Ergonomics related injury in e-sport industry (gaming) 

Muscle related injuries in e-sport industry (gaming) are common. Unsurprisingly, there has been 

a lot of wrist problems, particularly Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS), among e-sport top 

performers. These injuries do not only affect gamers’ performance in their respective games but 

also affecting how they live their daily life. 

In 2011, Lee Young Ho (StarCraft 2 game) had to take a long break after a surgery to recover 

from his wrist injury. In 2014, Clinton Loomis (Dota 2 game) was sidelined because of his elbow 

injury. In 2015, Hai Lam (Solo Queue game) suddenly announced his retirement due to serious 

wrist injury. Although he did come back to play later, he was not able to reach his maximum 

performance. These are only some examples, there are many other cases where gamers 

suffered muscle-related injuries due to gaming activities. 
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Gaming chair 

Choosing a ‘gaming chair’ could be tricky. 

Gamers spend a lot of time sitting thus the 

selection should revolved around quality as 

compared to looks. The key is to ensure 

that the chair offer adequate backrest with 

lumbar support and armrests that level 

with desk surface. It allows big 

sweeping motion when you use the 

mouse. 

Monitor 

Monitor is often placed lower than it 

should, which promotes lower back 

bending in order to see the monitor 

well. Most games put a lot of 

information on the bottom corner of 

the display. Thus, in general, eyes 

should be leveled at top 20% of the 

monitor. 

 

Keyboard and mouse 

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS) is 

common among gamers. The key to 

prevent any type of hand / wrist injury 

is to keep neutral wrist position. In 

general, left hand’s middle finger 

should be straight to ‘W’ key while your 

right hand should be straight on the 

mouse. 

Gamer’s basic guide to ergonomics setup, to minimize risk to injury 

Keep eye level at around 

20% from top of the 

monitor 

Wide sweeping 

motion is often 

adopted for 

precise gaming. 

 

Useful information on 

bottom corner of display 

Gaming PC 

Gaming PC always comes in bulky 

casing with huge cooling elements. 

While it is important to keep maximum 

performance for gaming, it is best to 

ensure proper CPU placement that 

does not interfere your leg 

clearance. Limited leg clearance 

tends to encourage low back bending. 


